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CANCELLATION FOR pG,nq-COMPLEXES AND THE SWAN
FINITENESS OBSTRUCTION
JOHNNY NICHOLSON
Abstract. In previous work, we related homotopy types of pG, nq-complexes
when G has periodic cohomology to projective ZG modules representing the
Swan finiteness obstruction. We use this to determine when X_Sn » Y _Sn
implies X » Y for pG, nq-complexes X and Y , and give lower bounds for
the number of minimal homotopy types of pG, nq-complexes when this fails.
The proof involves constructing projective ZG modules as lifts of locally free
modules over orders in products of quaternion algebras, whose existence follows
from the Eichler mass formula. In the case n “ 2, difficulties arise which lead
to a new approach to finding a counterexample to Wall’s D2 problem.
Introduction
For a finitely presented group G and n ě 2, let HT pG,nq be the set of homotopy
types of pG,nq-complexes, i.e. finite n-dimensional CW-complexes X for which
π1pXq – G and the universal cover rX is pn ´ 1q-connected. This is a graded tree
with edges between each X and X _ Sn and with grading coming from χpXq “
p´1qnχpXq. The first basic question is whether or not HT pG,nq has cancellation,
i.e. has the property that X _ Sn » Y _ Sn implies that X » Y .
This question is completely inaccessible in general. However, a solution in the
case where G is finite abelian, which includes non-cancellation examples, follows
from work of Browning [3], Dyer-Sieradski [13] and Metzler [26], and further exam-
ples of non-cancellation have appeared elsewhere in the literature [12, 22]. These
examples are of special interest due to their applications to smooth 4-manifolds
[2, 18, 21], Wall’s D2 problem [20, 31] and combinatorial group theory [27].
In this article, we will consider the case where G has periodic cohomology. Let
mHpGq denote the number of one-dimensional quaternionic representations and re-
call that G has the D2 property if every cohomologically 2-dimensional finite com-
plex X with π1pXq – G is homotopic to a 2-complex [44]. Let PHT pG,nq denote
the tree of polarised homotopy types of pG,nq-complexes, i.e. the homotopy types
of pairs pX, ρq where X is a pG,nq-complex and ρ : π1pXq Ñ G is an isomorphism.
Our main result is that cancellation for HT pG,nq is completely determined by
mHpGq. This generalises [31, Theorem A] which considered PHT pG, 2q when k “ 4.
Theorem A. Let G have k-periodic cohomology and let n be such that k | n or n`2
and, if n “ 2, suppose G has the D2 property. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) HT pG,nq has cancellation
(ii) PHT pG,nq has cancellation
(iii) mHpGq ď 2.
This is in spite of the fact that, in [32, Section 8], we showed that there exists G
with 4-periodic cohomology such that HT pG,nq ‰ PHT pG,nq for n ą 2 is even.
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Recall that, if G is finite and n is even, then HT pG,nq is a fork in that it has
a single vertex at each non-minimal grade χpXq and finitely many at the minimal
level [32, Corollary 3.7]. Let NpG,nq “ #tX P HT pG,nq : χpXq is minimalu. Our
second result is the following:
Theorem B. Let G have k-periodic cohomology and let n be such that k | n or
n` 2 and, if n “ 2, suppose G has the D2 property. If m “ mHpGq, then
NpG,nq ě e
m logm
8 log logm
`Opm log logmq
In particular, for all λ ą 0, we have that NpG,nq{eλm Ñ8 as mÑ8.
We now consider the case n “ 2 in more detail. Recall that every connected finite
2-complex X with π1pXq – G is the presentation complex of some presentation
P of G and so NpG, 2q is the number of homotopy classes of presentations of G
with maximal deficiency. Recall also that Wall’s D2 problem asks whether every
cohomologically 2-dimensional finite complex is homotopic to a finite 2-complex or,
equivalently, whether every finitely presented group G has the D2 property. This
remains open, in contrast to all other dimensions [37, 38, 44].
It is a consequence of the theorems above that, if Wall’s D2 problem can be
answered in the affirmative, then we would expect non-cancellation examples for
finite 2-complexes over G provided mHpGq is sufficiently large. For example, this
applies when G “ Q28 is the quaternion group of order 28 since G has the D2
property and mHpGq “ 3 [31, Theorem 7.7].
However, if we are interested in the D2 property itself, we could instead view
the above theorems as a constraint that needs to be satisfied in order for the D2
property to hold. For example, if the quaternion groups Q4n have the D2 property
for all n ě 2, then mHpQ4nq “ tn{2u implies that NpQ4n, 2q " eλn for all λ ą 0 and
n sufficiently large. In [24, Section 3], a family of presentations En,r for 1 ď r ď n
are given which are proposed to contain all presentations for Q4n up to homotopy.
These give at most n presentations and so, for n sufficiently large, either Q4n does
not have the D2 property or Q4n has a presentation not of the form En,r. This
leads to a new approach to finding a counterexample to the D2 problem.
Using previous work [32], Theorems A and B can be reduced to pure algebra as
follows. Let n “ ik or ik ´ 2, let PpG,nq be a projective ZG module representing
the Swan finiteness obstruction σikpGq and, if n “ 2, suppose that G has the D2
property. Then, by [32, Theorems A, B], there are isomorphisms of graded trees
Ψ : PHT pG,nq Ñ rPpG,nqs, Ψ¯ : HT pG,nq Ñ rPpG,nqs{AutpGq
where rPpG,nqs is the set of projective ZG modules P with P ‘ZGi – PpG,nq‘ZGj
for some i, j ě 0 and the action by θ P AutpGq is given by θ : P ÞÑ pI, ψkpθqiq b Pθ
for a map ψk : AutpGq Ñ pZ{|G|qˆ which depends only on G and k [32, Section 6].
The paper will be structured as follows. In Section 1, we begin by establishing the
necessary group-theoretic facts on groups with periodic cohomology. This includes
calculating mHpGq for each group and relating its value to the vanishing of σkpGq.
In Section 2, we will combine the results in Section 1 with [31, Theorem 4.1] to
show that, if mHpGq ď 2, then rPpG,nqs has cancellation. Since the converse also
holds, this leads to a complete determination of when cancellation occurs for a
representative of σkpGq and implies (ii) ô (iii) in Theorem A.
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The work to establish the non-cancellation results will be done in Sections 3-5.
In Section 3 we will show that, if f : G ։ Q4n then there is an induced map
f˚ : AutpGq Ñ AutpQ4nq and a surjection rPpG,nqs{AutpGq ։ rĞPpG,nqs{ Impf˚q.
This allows us to show non-cancellation occurs for G by considering the case Q4n.
In Section 4, we discuss locally free modules over orders in quaternion algebras
and the Eichler mass formula. In Section 5 we study the orders Λ “ Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk
in A “ śki“1Qrζni , js which arise as quotients of ZQ4n. If k “ 1, then A is a
quaternion algebra and, using results in Section 4, we can determine when Λ has
stably free cancellation, i.e. every stably free Λ-module is free. In Theorem 5.13,
we use this to determine precisely when Λ has stably free cancellation, completing
the classification done by Swan in [41, Section 8]. In Sections 6 and 7, we then
apply these results to prove Theorems A and B.
Finally, note that projective ZG modules of the form PpG,nq have two special
properties. Let CpZGq denote the projective class group and TG the Swan subgroup
which is generated by the pI, rq where pr, |G|q “ 1. Then we have the following:
(1) If θ P AutpGq, then rpPpG,nqqθs “ rPpG,nqs P CpZGq{TG
(2) rPpG,nqs has cancellation if and only if rPpG,nqs{AutpGq has cancellation.
where (1) follows from the definition of the action of AutpGq using ψ : AutpGq Ñ
pZ{|G|qˆ, and (2) follows from Theorem A.
In Section 8, we show that each property fails in general for projective ZG
modules even when G has periodic cohomology. For (1), we show that, if G “
Cp for p ě 23 prime, then there exists rP s P CpZGq and θ P AutpGq such that
rPθs ‰ rP s P CpZGq{TG. This can be deduced non-explicitly as an application of
Chevalley’s ambiguous class number formula [5]. For (2) note that, if G “ Q28 is
the quaternion group of order 28, then TG “ 0 and AutpGq acts trivially on CpZGq.
For the action P ÞÑ Pθ, we show:
Theorem 8.4. There exists rP s P CpZGq such that rP s has non-cancellation but
rP s{AutpGq has cancellation.
This work can be viewed as an attempt to properly amalgamate the techniques
and results obtained by Swan in [41] with the wider literature on applications of the
Swan finiteness obstruction [20,28,31]. As such, we will rely heavily on calculations
done in [41], though we will give alternate proofs where possible.
Acknowledgment. I would like to thank my supervisor F. E. A. Johnson whose
suggestion that I read ‘Swan’s long paper’ [41] was largely the inspiration for this
work. I would also like to thank Pol van Hoften for helpful comments.
1. Groups with periodic cohomology
Recall that a binary polyhedral group is a non-cyclic finite subgroup of Hˆ where
H is the real quaternions. They are the generalised quaternion groups
Q4n “ xx, y | xn “ y2, yxy´1 “ x´1y
for n ě 2 and the binary tetrahedral, octahedral and icosahedral groups rT , rO, rI
which are the preimages of the dihedral groups D2n and the symmetry groups T ,
O, I under the double cover of Lie groups f : Hˆ– S3 Ñ SOp3q.
We say that a group G has k-periodic cohomology for some k ě 1 if its Tate
cohomology groups satisfy HˆipG;Zq “ Hˆi`kpG;Zq for all i P Z. For example, it is
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easy to show that the binary polyhedral groups have 4-periodic cohomology. The
following can be found in [4, Theorem 11.6].
Proposition 1.1. If G is a finite group, then the following are equivalent:
(i) G has periodic cohomology
(ii) G has no subgroup of the form Cp ˆ Cp for p prime
(iii) The Sylow subgroups of G are cyclic or generalised quaternionic Q2n .
Let SL2pFpq be the special linear group of degree 2 over Fp, let TL2pFpq be
the non-split extension of C2 by SL2pFpq [45, Proposition 1.2 (iii)] and recall thatrT – SL2pF3q, rO – TL2pF3q and rI – SL2pF5q. Let OpGq be the unique maximal
normal subgroup of odd order. If G has periodic cohomology, then the type of G is
determined by G{OpGq as follows [45, Corollary 2.6]. For reasons that will become
apparent later, we will split II and V into two classes.
Type I IIa IIb III IV Va Vb VI
G{OpGq C2n Q8 Q2n , n ě 4 rT rO rI SL2pFpq, p ě 7 TL2pFpq, p ě 5
For the rest of this section, we will assume all groups are finite and will write
f : G։ H to denote a surjective group homomorphism. We will also assume basic
facts about quaternion groups; for example, Q2n has proper quotients C2 and the
dihedral groups D2m for 1 ă m ă n. We begin with the following observation.
Proposition 1.2. Let f : G ։ H where G and H have periodic cohomology. If
|H | ą 2, then G and H have the same type.
Proof. Note that fpOpGqq ď H has odd order and so is contained in OpHq. In
particular, f induces a quotient f : G{OpGq։ H{OpHq. Hence it suffices to show
that there are no (proper) quotients among groups in the family
F “ tC2n , Q2m , SL2pFpq,TL2pFpq : n ě 2,m ě 3, p ě 3 primeu
unless both are cyclic. Firstly, the quotients of Q2n are D2m for 1 ă m ă n and C2
which are not in F . It is easy to verify that the quotients of SL2pF3q are C3, A4
and the quotients of TL2pF3q are C2, S3, S4, none of which are in F .
For p ě 5, it is well known [10] that SL2pFpq has one (proper) normal subgroup C2
with quotient PSL2pFpq and similarly TL2pFpq has normal subgroups C2, SL2pFpq
with quotients PGL2pFpq, C2. That these groups are not in F follows, for example,
from [45, Proposition 1.3]. 
We will split this section into three parts. Firstly, we will determine the binary
polyhedral quotients of groups G with periodic cohomology. We will then use this
to determine the number of one dimensional quaternionic representations mHpGq,
and finally we compare this with the Swan finiteness obstruction σkpGq.
1.1. Binary polyhedral quotients. If G is a finite group, we say that two quo-
tients f1 : G ։ H1, f2 : G ։ H2 are equivalent, written f1 ” f2, if Kerpf1q “
Kerpf2q are equal as sets (and so H1 – H2).
For a prime p, let Gp be the isomorphism class of the Sylow p-subgroup of G. It
is useful to note that, if 1 Ñ N Ñ G Ñ H Ñ 1 is an extension, then there is an
extension of abstract groups 1Ñ Np Ñ Gp Ñ Hp Ñ 1.
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Lemma 1.3. Let f : G։ H where G and H have periodic cohomology and 4 | |H |.
If f 1 : G։ H 1 and |H | “ |H 1|, then f ” f 1, i.e. H – H 1 and Kerpfq “ Kerpf 1q.
Proof. Let H “ G{N , H 1 “ G{N 1 and define G¯ “ G{pN X N 1q. Since there are
successive quotients G։ G¯։ H , we have Gp ։ G¯p ։ Hp for all primes p. If Gp
is cyclic, then this implies G¯p is cyclic. If not, then p “ 2 and G2 “ Q2n which has
proper quotients D2m for 2 ď m ď n´1 and C2. Since H has periodic cohomology,
H2 is cyclic or generalised quaternionic and so H2 “ Q2n since 4 | |H2|. Hence
G¯2 “ Q2n since G2 ։ H2 factors through G¯2, and so G¯ has periodic cohomology.
Now note that K “ N{pN X N 1q and K 1 “ N 1{pN X N 1q are disjoint normal
subgroups of G¯ and so K ¨K 1 “ K ˆK 1 ď G¯ by the recognition criteria for direct
products. Hence K ˆK 1 ď G¯ and, since G¯ has periodic cohomology, Proposition
1.1 (ii) implies that |K| and |K 1| are coprime. Since |N | “ |N 1|, this implies that
|K| “ |K 1| “ 1 and so |N | “ |N XN 1| “ |N 1| and N “ N 1 as required. 
Now let BpGq denote the set of equivalence classes of quotients f : G։ H where
H is a binary polyhedral group. Since 4 | |H |, applying Lemma 1.3 again gives:
Corollary 1.4. Let G have periodic cohomology and let f1, f2 P BpGq. Then
f1 ” f2 if and only if Impf1q – Impf2q.
In particular, this shows that BpGq is in one-to-one correspondence with the
isomorphism classes of binary polyhedral groups H which are quotients of G. For
brevity, we will often write H P BpGq when there exists f : G։ H with f P BpGq.
In order to determine BpGq, it suffices to determine the set of maximal binary
polyhedral quotients BmaxpGq, i.e. the subset containing those f P BpGq such that
f does not factor through any other g P BpGq. The rest of this section will be
devoted to proving the following:
Theorem 1.5. If G has periodic cohomology, then the type and the number of
maximal binary polyhedral quotients #BmaxpGq are related as follows.
Type I IIa IIb III IV Va Vb VI
#BmaxpGq 0,1 1 1,2,3 1 1 1 0 0
Type I. Recall that G has type I if and only if its Sylow subgroups are cyclic, and
G has a presentation
G “ xu, v | um “ vn “ 1, vuv´1 “ ury
for some r P Z{m where rn ” 1 mod m [45, Lemma 3.1] and pn,mq “ 1. We
will write Cm ¸prq Cn to denote this presentation, where Cn “ xuy and Cm “ xvy.
By [20, p165], we can assume that m is odd.
If G has a binary polyhedral quotient H , then Proposition 1.2 implies that
H “ Q4a for a ą 1 odd and 4 | n since m is odd.
Lemma 1.6. Let G “ Cm ¸prq C4n. Then G has a quotient Q4a if and only if
a | m and r ” ´1 mod a.
Proof. Recall that Q4a “ Ca ¸p´1q C4. If a | m and and r ” ´1 mod a, then
xua, v4y ď G is normal since r4 ” 1 mod a implies uv4u´1 “ u1´r4v4 P xua, v4y.
This implies that G{xua, v4y – Ca ¸prq C4 “ Q4a since r ” ´1 mod a.
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Conversely, if f : G ։ Q4a, then Q4a – xfpuqy ¸prq xfpvqy and |xfpuqy| | m,
|xfpuqy| | 4n. Since Q4a contains a maximal normal cyclic subgroup C2a, and m
is odd, we must have xfpuqy ď Ca. So a | m, which implies that pa, 4nq “ 1 and
xfpuqy ď C4 for some C4 ď Q4a. Hence xfpuqy “ Ca and xfpvqy “ C4 since they
generate Q4a. As Ca ď Q4a is unique and C4 ď Q4a is unique up to conjugation,
we can write Q4a – xfpuqy ¸p´1q xfpvqy, i.e. r ” ´1 mod a. 
Now suppose G has two maximal binary polyhedral quotients fa : G ։ Q4a,
fb : G։ Q4b for some a, b ą 1 odd, and we can assume a is maximal. Then Lemma
1.6 implies that a, b | m and r ” ´1 mod a and r ” ´1 mod b. If d “ lcmpa, bq,
then d | m and r ” ´1 mod d and so there is a quotient fd : G։ Q4d by Lemma
1.6. By Corollary 1.4 (or the proof of Lemma 1.6), fa and fb factor through fd
which implies that a “ b “ d as fa and fb are maximal. By Corollary 1.4 again, this
implies that fa and fb are equivalent. In particular, this shows that #BmaxpGq ď 1.
Type II. Recall that, if G has type II, then OpGq ď G has cyclic Sylow subgroups
and so there exists n ě 3 and t, s odd coprime such that
G – pCt ¸prq Csq ¸pa,bq Q2n .
Furthermore, if Ct “ xuy, Cs “ xvy and Q2n is as above, then Q2n acts via
ϕx : u ÞÑ ua, v ÞÑ v, ϕy : u ÞÑ ub, v ÞÑ v
for some a, b P Z{t with a2 ” b2 ” 1 mod t [45, Theorem 3.6]. In what follows we
will write G “ Ct ¸pa,bq Q2n when s “ 1.
If G has a binary polyhedral quotientH , then the proof of Proposition 1.2 implies
that H{OpHq “ Q2n and so H “ Q2nm for some m odd.
Lemma 1.7. Let G “ pCt¸prqCsq¸pa,bqQ2n . Then G has a quotient Q2nm if and
only if m | t, r ” 1 mod m and Q2nm – Cm ¸pa,bq Q2n .
Proof. If m | t and r ” 1 mod m, then xum, vy ď G is normal since uvu´1 “
u1´rv P xum, vy. This implies that G{xum, vy – Ct ¸pa,bq Q2n which has quotient
Cm ¸pa,bq Q2n since m | t. If Q2nm – Cm ¸pa,bq Q2n , then G has quotient Q2nm.
Conversely, suppose f : G ։ Q2nm. Let h : G ։ G{xu, vy – Q2n and note
that, if g : Q2nm ։ Q2n , then Kerpg ˝ fq “ Kerphq “ xu, vy by Corollary 1.4 and
so Kerpfq ď xu, vy. By composing g with an element of AutpQ2nq, we can assume
g ˝ f “ h and so Q2nm – Kerpgq ¸ xfpxq, fpyqy. Since fpvq P Kerpgq has a trivial
action by xfpxq, fpyqy – Q2n , this implies fpvq “ 1, i.e. v P Kerpfq. This implies
Kerpfq “ xuℓ, vy for some ℓ | t and we need ℓ “ m since Kerpfq ď G has index
2nm. Hence m | t and, by normality, uvu´1 “ u1´rv P xum, vy and so r ” 1 mod
m. Finally, we have Q2nm – G{xum, vy – Cm ¸pa,bq Q2n . 
Lemma 1.8. If m ě 1, then Q2nm – Cm ¸pa,bq Q2n if and only if
pa, bq “
#
p1,´1q, p´1, 1q, p´1,´1q, if n “ 3
p1,´1q, if n ě 4.
Proof. It follows easily from the standard presentation that Q2nm – Cm¸p1,´1qQ2n .
If f : Q2nm ։ Q2n , then Kerpfq “ Cm is unique by Corollary 1.4. Hence Q2nm –
Cm¸pa,bqQ2n if and only if there exists θ P AutpQ2nq such that ϕpa,bq “ ϕp1,´1q ˝ θ
where ϕpi,jq : Q2n Ñ AutpCmq – pZ{mqˆ has ϕpi,jqpxq “ i, ϕpi,jqpyq “ j. This
implies that Impϕpa,bqq ď Impϕp1,´1qq “ x1,´1y “ t˘1u and so a, b P t˘1u. If
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pa, bq “ p1, 1q, then Q2nm – Cm ˆ Q2n which is a contradiction unless m “ 1, in
which case p1, 1q “ p1,´1q. In particular, pa, bq P tp1,´1q, p´1, 1q, p´1,´1qu.
If n “ 3, then we θ1 : x ÞÑ y, y ÞÑ x has ϕp1,´1q ˝ θ1 “ ϕp1,´1q and θ2 : x ÞÑ
y, y ÞÑ xy has ϕp1,´1q ˝ θ2 “ ϕp´1,´1q. Hence all pa, bq are possible. If n ě 4, then
AutpQ2nq “ tθi,j : x ÞÑ xi, y ÞÑ xjy | i P pZ{2n´1qˆ, j P Z{2n´1u
and ϕp1,´1q ˝ θi,j “ ϕp1,´1q for all i, j and so only pa, bq “ p1,´1q is possible. 
Now suppose G has type IIb, i.e. G{OpGq “ Q2n for some n ě 4. By combining
Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8, we get that G has a quotient Q2nm if and only if m | t,
r ” 1 mod m and pa, bq “ p1,´1q mod m. If G has two distinct maximal binary
polyhedral quotients fi : G ։ Q2nmi for i “ 1, 2, then m1,m2 | t, r ” 1 mod
m1,m2 and pa, bq ” p1,´1q mod m1,m2. If m “ lcmpm1,m2q, then this implies
that m | t, r ” 1 mod m and pa, bq ” p1,´1q mod m and so f : G ։ Q2nm.
By Corollary 1.4, m ą m1,m2 and f1 and f2 must factor through f which is a
contradiction. Hence #BmaxpGq “ 1.
A similar argument works in the case where G has type IIa, i.e. G{OpGq “ Q8.
If G has four distinct maximal binary polyhedral quotients fi : G ։ Q8mi for i “
1, 2, 3, 4, then Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8 imply there exists i, j for which pa, bq ” p1,´1q,
p´1, 1q and p´1,´1q mod mi,mj . By a similar argument to the above, this implies
that fi, fj factors through f : G ։ Q8m where m “ lcmpmi,mjq which is a
contradiction since mi ‰ mj and fi, fj are maximal. Hence 1 ď #BmaxpGq ď 3.
Furthermore, if G has quotientsQ8mi and Q8mj , then this implies that pa, bqmod
mi and pa, bq mod mj are distinct which is a contradiction unless pmi,mjq “ 1.
Types III, IV, Va. If G has type III, IV or Va, then G{OpGq “ rT , rO or rI. If
f : G ։ H is another binary polyhedral quotient H , then Proposition 1.2 implies
that H – G{OpGq. By Corollary 1.4, f is equivalent to the quotient Gև G{OpGq.
Hence #BmaxpGq,#BpGq “ 1.
Types Vb, VI. Suppose G has type Vb or VI. Since no binary polyhedral groups
have type Vb or VI, Proposition 1.2 implies that G has no binary polyhedral quo-
tients. Hence #BmaxpGq,#BpGq “ 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.5.
1.2. Quaternionic representations. Recall that mHpGq denotes the number of
copies of H in the Wedderburn decomposition of RG for a finite group G, i.e. the
number of one-dimensional quaternionic representations, and that G satisfies the
Eichler condition if mHpGq “ 0. The following is [30, Proposition 3.3].
Proposition 1.9. Let f : G ։ H be a quotient. Then mHpGq “ mHpHq if and
only if every g P BpGq factors through f , i.e. if f˚ : BpHq Ñ BpGq is a bijection.
For example, this shows that G satisfies the Eichler condition if and only if G
has no quotient which is a binary polyhedral group. It also follows that, if G has a
unique maximal binary polyhedral quotient H , then mHpGq “ mHpHq.
We now show how to use this to deduce the following from Theorem 1.5.
Theorem 1.10. If G has periodic cohomology, then type and mHpGq are related
as follows.
Type Vb, VI. If G has type Vb or VI, then Theorem 1.5 implies that G has no
binary polyhedral quotients and so mHpGq “ 0 by Proposition 1.9.
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Type I IIa IIb III IV Va Vb VI
mHpGq ě 0 ě 1 odd ě 2 even 1 2 2 0 0
Type IIb, III, IV, Va. If G has type IIb, III, IV or Va, then Theorem 1.5 implies
that #BmaxpGq “ 1, i.e. G has a unique maximal binary polyhedral quotient H .
By Proposition 1.9, we must have that mHpGq “ mHpHq. By Proposition 1.2, H
has the same type as G. Recall that mHpQ4nq “ tn{2u [20, Section 12]. If G has
type IIa, then H “ Q2nm for n ě 4, m ě 1 odd and mHpQ2nmq “ 2n´3m ě 2 is
even. If G has type III, IV or Va, then H “ rT , rO or rI respectively which have
mHprT q “ 1, mHp rOq “ 2 and mHprIq “ 2.
Type IIa. If G has type IIa, then Theorem 1.5 implies that #BmaxpGq “ 1, 2, 3. If
b “ #BmaxpGq, let fi : G։ Q8mi denote the maximal binary polyhedral quotients
for 1 ď i ď b. It follows from the proof of Theorem 1.5 that the mi are coprime and
so the maximal quotient factoring through any two of the fi is the unique quotient
f : G ։ Q8. Since mHpQ8miq “ mi and mHpQ8q “ 1, it can be shown using real
representation theory that
mHpGq “
bÿ
i“1
pmHpQ8miq ´ 1q `mHpQ8q “
$’&’%
m1, if b “ 1
pm1 `m2q ´ 1, if b “ 2
pm1 `m2 `m3q ´ 2, if b “ 3
which is odd since the mi are odd. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.10.
1.3. Vanishing of the Swan finiteness obstruction. Recall that a group G has
k-periodic cohomology if and only if there exists a k-periodic projective resolution
over ZG [32, Proposition 2.7]. If G has k-periodic cohomology, then Swan [40]
defined an obstruction σkpGq P CpZGq{TG, where TG is generated by pI, rq for
r P pZ{|G|qˆ, which vanishes if and only if there exists a k-periodic resolution of
free ZG modules. Determining which groups have σkpGq “ 0 remains a difficult
open problem, and has applications to the classification of spherical space forms [8].
The main result of this section will be the following extension of Theorem 1.10
which shows how mHpGq and the vanishing of σkpGq are related to the type of G.
Theorem 1.11. If G has periodic cohomology, then type, mHpGq and σkpGq occur
simultaneously if and only if they are related by a column in the following table:
Type I IIa IIb III IV V a V b VI
mHpGq ě 0 ě 1 odd ě 2 even 1 2 2 0 0
σkpGq 0 0 or ‰ 0 0 or ‰ 0 0 0 or ‰ 0 0 0 0 or ‰ 0
In order to prove Theorem 1.11, we will begin by noting the following which is
proven in [8, Theorem 3.19].
Lemma 1.12. If G has k-periodic cohomology and type I, III or V, then σkpGq “ 0.
This gives the restrictions on the vanishing of σkpGq given in the above table. It
now suffices to construct examples which realise the constraints in each column.
We begin by constructing the examples with σkpGq “ 0. Firstly the groups Cn,
Q4n and SL2pFpq, TL2pFpq for p ě 3 can all be shown to have vanishing finiteness
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obstruction [8, Theorem 3.19 (c)]. Now note thatmHpQ4nq “ tn{2u [20, Section 12].
In particular, mHpQ8n`4q “ mHpQ8nq “ n for all n ě 1 and Q8n`4 has type I and
Q8n has type II. Finally, the cyclic groups G “ Cn have type I and mHpCnq “ 0.
If n ě 3 and a, b, c ě 1 are odd coprime, then define
Qp2na; b, cq “ Cabc ¸pr,sq Q2n
where pr, sq ” p´1,´1q mod a, pr, sq ” p´1, 1q mod b and pr, sq ” p1,´1q mod c.
The following was shown by Milgram [28, Theorem D] and Davis [9, Corollary 6.2].
Theorem 1.13. Let p, q be distinct odd primes.
(i) Then σ4pQp8; p, qqq ‰ 0 if p, q ” 3 mod 4, or p ” 3 mod 4, q ” 5 mod 8 and
pn ı ˘1 mod q for all n odd
(ii) If n ě 4, then σ4pQp2n; p, 1qq ‰ 0 if p ı 1 mod 8 and p ı ˘1 mod 2n´1.
We will construct further examples of groups with σkpGq ‰ 0 as follows. LetH be
a group listed in Theorem 1.13 which has σ4pHq ‰ 0 and suppose H ď G where G
has 4n-periodic cohomology for some n ě 1 odd. If σ4npGq “ 0, then σ4npHq “ 0 by
restricting resolutions. However, since 4n ” 4 mod 8, it follows from [46, Corollary
12.6] that σ4pHq “ 0. This is a contradiction and so σ4npGq ‰ 0.
Type IIa. It suffices to prove the following.
Lemma 1.14. Let n ě 3, m ě 1 be odd coprime. Then there exists distinct odd
primes p, q and r, a, b P Z such that
G “ pCmpq ¸prq Cnq ¸pa,bq Q8
has σ4npGq ‰ 0 and mHpGq “ m.
Proof. By Dirichlet’s theorem on primes in arithmetic progression, there exists
distinct primes p, q such that p, q ∤ m, p, q ” 3 mod 4 and p, q ” 1 mod n. Let
a, b P Z{mpq be such that pa, bq ” p1,´1q mod m, pa, bq ” p´1, 1q mod p and
pa, bq ” p1,´1q mod q. Since n | p´ 1, q ´ 1, we can pick rp P pZ{pqˆ, rq P pZ{qqˆ
of order n. Let r P Z{mpq be such that r ” 1 mod m, r ” rp mod p, r ” rq mod
q. This has rn ” 1 mod mpq and so we can define G “ pCmpq ¸prq Cnq ¸pa,bq Q8.
By [45, Corollary 4.6], G has period 4 ¨ordmpqprq “ 4n. If Cmpq “ xuy, Cn “ xvy
and Q8 “ xx, yy, then Qp8; p, qq – xum, x, yy ď G. Since p, q ” 3 mod 4, Theorem
1.13 (i) implies that σ4pQp8; p, qqq ‰ 0 and so σ4npGq ‰ 0.
Since pa, bq ” p1,´1q mod m and r ” 1 mod m, Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8 imply that
G has a quotient Q8m. Similarly, if G has a quotient Q8m0 with pm0,mq “ 1, then
m0 | mpq and r ” 1 mod m0. However, r ı 1 mod p, q and so m0 “ 1. This implies
that BmaxpGq “ tQ8mu and so mHpGq “ mHpQ8mq “ m by Proposition 1.9. 
Type IIb. Let n ě 1. By Dirichlet’s theorem on primes in arithmetic progression,
there exists a prime p such that p ∤ n, p ı 1 mod 8 and p ı ˘1 mod 2k`3 where
k “ ν2pnq is the highest power of 2 dividing n. If G “ Qp16n; p, 1q, then Theorem
1.13 (ii) implies that σ4pGq ‰ 0. It is easy to see that BmaxpGq “ tQ16nu and so
mHpGq “ mHpQ8nq “ n by Proposition 1.9.
Type IV. In order to give our example, first define rTv for v ě 1 as the unique
extension of rT by C3v´1 which has periodic cohomology [45, Lemma 3.3]. Also
define rOv for v ě 1 to be the unique extension of C2 by rTv which has periodic
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cohomology [45, Lemma 3.4]. Note that rOv is 4-periodic by [45, Corollary 4.6] and,
by Proposition 1.2, it also has type IV since it has a quotient rO.
By [45, Theorem 4.1], rOv has a subgroup of the form Qp16; 3v´1, 1q and so has a
subgroup Qp16; 3, 1q for all v ě 2. Since 3 ı ˘1 mod 8, Theorem 1.13 (ii) implies
that σ4pQp16; 3, 1qq ‰ 0 and so σ4p rOvq ‰ 0 for all v ě 2.
Type VI. Recall that TL2pFpq is an extension of C2 by SL2pFpq. If z P TL2pFpq
maps to the generator of C2. Let p ě 5 and q ∤ ppp2 ´ 1q be odd primes and define
G “ Cq ¸ϕ TL2pFpq
where, if Cq “ xuy, then ϕz : u ÞÑ u´1 and ϕx : u ÞÑ u for all x P SL2pFpq ď
TL2pFpq. Since q is coprime to |TL2pFpq| “ 2ppp2´1q, [45, Theorem 3.6] implies G
has type VI. It follows from [45, Theorem 4.2] that G has subgroups Qp4pp`1q; q, 1q
and Qp4pp´1q; q, 1q and so G has a subgroup Qp2n; q, 1q where n “ 2`maxtν2pp`
1q, ν2pp´ 1qu ě 3. Note also that, by [45, Corollary 4.6], G has period 2pp´ 1q.
If p ” 3 mod 4, then 2pp ´ 1q ” 4 mod 8. Using Dirichlet’s theorem of primes
in arithmetic progression, we can now pick a prime q such that q ∤ ppp2 ´ 1q, q ı 1
mod 8 and q ı 1 mod 2n´1. By Theorem 1.13, we have σ4pQp2n; q, 1qq ‰ 0. Since
Qp2n; q, 1q ď G, this implies that σ2pp´1qpGq ‰ 0.
2. Cancellation for the Swan finiteness obstruction
The aim of this section will be to use the results in Section 1 to prove the
following cancellation result, where G has k-periodic cohomology and PpG,nq is a
projective ZG module for which rPpG,nqs “ σkpGq P CpZGq{TG.
Theorem 2.1. rPpG,nqs has cancellation if and only if mHpGq ď 2.
That mHpGq ě 3 implies rPpG,nqs has non-cancellation is dealt with in Section
6. For a direct proof, we can combine Lemma 3.4 with [41, Theorem A] (see also
Lemma 6.2). The aim of this section will be to prove that mHpGq ď 2 implies
rPpG,nqs has cancellation.
Recall that, if G is finite, I “ Kerpε : ZG Ñ Zq is the augmentation ideal and
pr, |G|q “ 1, then pI, rq Ď ZG is a projective ideal. Since pI, rq – pI, sq if r ” s mod
|G|, we often write r P pZ{|G|qˆ, As noted in [32, Section 2], if P is a projective ZG
module and r P pZ{|G|qˆ, then we can define pI, rq b P to be a (left) ZG module
since pI, rq is a two-sided ideal. We can use this action to show the following.
Proposition 2.2. Let G be a finite group let P,Q be projective ZG modules such
that rP s ´ rQs P TG. Then there is an isomorphism of graded trees
rP s – rQs
given sending P0 ÞÑ pI, rq b P0 for some r P pZ{|G|qˆ.
Proof. Let r P pZ{|G|qˆ be such that rQs “ rP s ` rpI, rqs P CpZGq. If P0 P rP s,
then [32, Lemma 2.4] implies that rpI, rq b P0s “ rpI, rqs ` rP0s “ rQs and so
P0 ÞÑ pI, rqbP0 defines a map rP s Ñ rQs which preserves the rank of the projective
modules. To see that it is bijective note that, if r, s P pZ{|G|qˆ, then pI, rqbpI, sq –
pI, rsq by [32, Remark 2.3] and so the map has inverse P0 ÞÑ pI, r´1q b P0. 
In particular, if P and Q are both representatives of the finiteness obstruction
σkpGq, then rP s – rQs. Hence, it suffices to prove Theorem 2.1 for any representa-
tive PpG,nq of the finiteness obstruction.
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If mHpGq “ 0, i.e. G satisfies the Eichler condition, then rPpG,nqs automatically
has cancellation by the Swan-Jacobinski theorem [42, Theorem 9.3].
Theorem 2.3. If G satisfies the Eichler condition, then ZG has projective cancel-
lation, i.e. rP s has cancellation for all projective ZG modules P .
If σkpGq “ 0, then ZG is a representative of the finiteness obstruction and we
know already from [31, Theorem 6.3] that rZGs has cancellation if and only if
mHpGq ď 2. It therefore suffices to restrict our attention to those groups with
σkpGq ‰ 0 and mHpGq ‰ 0 and so, by Theorem 1.11, it remains to prove Theorem
2.1 in the case where G has type II with mHpGq “ 1, 2 or type IV and mHpGq “ 2.
In order to deal with these cases, we will appeal to the following which is a
consequence of [31, Theorem 4.1].
Lemma 2.4. Let f : G։ H where G has periodic cohomology and H is a binary
polyhedral group such that mHpGq “ mHpHq ď 2. If P P P pZGq is such that
f#prP sq P TH , then rP s has cancellation.
Proof. Let rH P pZ{|H |qˆ be such that f#prP sq “ rpI, rHqs. By Lemma 3.2, the
induced map TG Ñ TH is surjective and so there exists r P pZ{|G|qˆ such that
f#ppI, rqq – pI, rHq, i.e. r ” rH mod |H |. By [32, Lemma 2.4], we have that
f#prpI, r´1q b P sq “ f#prpI, r´1qs ` rP sq “ rpI, r´1H qs ` rpI, rHqs “ 0 P CpZHq.
By [41, Theorem I], we know that rZHs has cancellation and so f#ppI, r´1qbP q –
ZH . Since the map ZHˆ Ñ K1pZHq is surjective [23, Theorems 7.15-7.18], the
conditions of [31, Theorem 4.1] are met and so rpI, r´1q b P s has cancellation. By
Proposition 2.2, this implies that rP s has cancellation. 
Type II. If G has type II and mHpGq “ 1, 2, then BpGq “ tQ8u or tQ16u. Hence, for
k “ 3 or 4, we have f : G։ Q2k withmHpGq “ mHpQ2kq. By [41, Theorems III,IV],
we have that CpZQ8q “ TQ8 and CpZQ16q “ TQ16 and so f#prPpG,nqsq P TQ2k
automatically. Hence rPpG,nqs has cancellation, by Lemma 2.4.
Type IV. If G has type IV, then mHpGq “ mHp rOq “ 2 and there exists a quotient
f : G։ rO. Recall thatQ12 ď rO and that this is unique up to conjugacy [41, Lemma
14.3]. We will need the following lemma, the proof of which is contained in the proof
of [31, Theorem 6.9].
Lemma 2.5. If P is a projective Z rO module, then rP s P T rO if and only if
rRes rOQ12pP qs “ 0 P CpZQ12q.
Let N “ Kerpfq and let H “ f´1pQ12q which is a subgroup of G for which
N EH ď G and Q12 “ H{N . By [31, Lemma 6.6], we have a diagram
CpZGq CpZ rOq
CpZHq CpZQ12q
f#
ResGH Res
ĂO
Q12
pf |Hq#
and, by commutativity, we get that
Res
rO
Q12
pf#pPpG,nqqq “ pf |Hq#pResGHpPpG,nqqq.
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It follows from general properties of finiteness obstructions [8, Remark 2.18] that,
if rPpG,nqs “ σkpGq P CpZGq{TG, then rResGHpPpG,nqqs “ σkpHq P CpZHq{TH . It is
easy to see that H has type I and so σkpGq “ 0 by Theorem 1.11. This implies that
ResGHpPpG,nqq P TH and so pf |Hq#pResGHpPpG,nqqq P TQ12 . However, [41, Theorem
IV] implies that TQ12 “ 0 and so rRes rOQ12pf#pPpG,nqqqs “ 0 and f#pPpG,nqq P T rO by
Lemma 2.5. Hence Lemma 2.4 applies and rPpG,nqs has cancellation.
3. Induced representations and the action of AutpGq
If G is a finite group and P P P pZGq, we say that AutpGq acts on rP s if there
exists a group homomorphism ψ : AutpGq Ñ pZ{|G|qˆ for which rP s ´ rPθs “
rpI, ψpθqqs P CpZGq where I is the augmentation ideal. The action is then given
by sending P0 ÞÑ pP0qθ b pI, ψpθqq for P0 P rP s. For example, AutpGq acts on the
stably free class rZGs for all finite groups G via the trivial map ψpθq “ 1 for all
θ P AutpGq. More generally, if G has periodic cohomology, then AutpGq acts on
rPpG,nqs by the action defined in the introduction (see also [32, Section 6]).
Recall that, if R and S are rings and f : R Ñ S is a ring homomorphism, then
S is an pS,Rq-bimodule, with right-multiplication by r P R given by x ¨ r “ xfprq
for any x P S. If M is an R-module, we can define the extension of scalars of M
by f as the tensor product
f#pMq “ S bR M
which is defined since S as a right R-module and M as a left R-module. We
will view this as a left S-module where left-multiplication by s P S is given by
s ¨ px bmq “ psxq bm for any x P S and m PM .
For example, a group homomorphism f : G Ñ H can be viewed as a ring
homomorphism f : ZGÑ ZH by sending řgPG xgg ÞÑ řgPG xgfpgq where xg P Z.
IfM is a ZG module then f#pMq “ ZHbZGM coincides with the induced module.
Recall that a subgroup N ď G is characteristic if every ϕ P AutpGq has ϕpNq “
N and we say that a quotient f : G Ñ H is characteristic if Kerpfq ď G is a
characteristic subgroup.
Lemma 3.1. Let f : G ։ H be a characteristic quotient and let θ P AutpGq. If
M is a ZG module, then
f#pMθq – f#pMqθ¯.
Proof. Since f is characteristic, there is a map ¯¨ : AutpGq Ñ AutpHq such that
f ˝ θ “ θ¯ ˝ f for all θ P AutpGq. The result now follows from [32, Corollary 7.4]. 
Lemma 3.2. Let f : G։ H and r P pZ{|G|qˆ, then
f#ppIG, rqq – pIH , rq.
Proof. By [8, Remark 2.3], we have that pIG, rq – pΣG, r´1q where ΣG “
ř
gPG g
denotes the group norm. Hence it suffices to prove instead that f#ppΣG, rqq –
pΣH , rq. Let d “ |G|{|H | and, since pd, rq “ 1, there exists a, b P Z such that
ad` br “ 1. Now define
ψ : pΣH , rq Ñ f#ppΣG, rqq “ ZH bZG pΣG, rq
by sending r ÞÑ 1b r and ΣH ÞÑ ap1bΣGq ` bΣHp1b rq, and it is straightforward
to check that ψ is a ZH module isomorphism. 
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Our main result gives a possible way to show how rP s{AutpGq has non-cancellation
when f : G։ H is a characteristic quotient and f˚ “ ¯¨ : AutpGq Ñ AutpHq.
Theorem 3.3. Let f : G ։ H is a characteristic quotient and P P P pZGq. If
AutpGq acts on rP s and P¯ “ f#pP q, then there is a surjection of graded trees
f# : rP s{AutpGq։ rP¯ s{ Impf˚q
where the action of Impf˚q Ď AutpHq on rP¯ s is induced by f .
Proof. If b denotes the tensor product of ZG modules, then it is easy to see that
f#pM bNq – f#pMqbN for all M , N . Combining with Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 gives
f#ppIG, rq b Pθq – pIH , rq bZH Pθ – ppIH , rq b ZHq bZH Pθ
– pIH , rq b pZH bZH Pθq – pIH , rq b P¯θ¯
where ¯¨ : AutpGq Ñ AutpHq. Since rpIG, rqbPθqs “ rP s, this implies that rpIH , rqb
P¯θ¯s “ rP¯ s and so AutpHq acts on rP¯ s by sending P0 to pIH , ϕpθqq b P0.
Now note that the map f# : rP s Ñ rP¯ s is well-defined and surjective by [41,
Theorem A10]. By the argument above, f# respects these actions and so induces
a map f# : rP s{AutpGq Ñ rP¯ s{AutpHq which is necessarily surjective. 
We will now show how this can be applied in the case where G has periodic
cohomology. First note the following:
Lemma 3.4. If G has periodic cohomology and mHpGq ě 3, then G has a quotient
Q4n for some n ě maxt 23mHpGq, 6u.
Proof. Since mHpGq ě 3, the possible types are I and II by Theorem 1.11. If H
is the binary polyhedral quotient of maximal order, then Proposition 1.2 implies
H “ Q4n for some n ě 2. If b “ #BmaxpGq, then Theorem 1.5 implies b “ 1, 2, 3.
Letm “ mHpGq. If b “ 1, then Proposition 1.9 implies m “ mHpQ4nq “ tn2 u ď n2
and so n ě 2m. If b “ 2, 3, then G has type IIa. If Q8mi are the maximal binary
polyhedral quotients for 1 ď i ď b, then the proof of Theorem 1.5 implies that
m “ pm1 ` m2q ´ 1 if b “ 2 and m “ pm1 ` m2 ` m3q ´ 2 if b “ 3. Suppose
m1 ą m2 ą m3 so that m1 ě m2 ` 2 and m2 ě m3 ` 2 since the mi are odd
coprime. Since n “ 2m1, this implies that m ď n ´ 3 if b “ 2 and m ď 32n ´ 8 if
b “ 3. Hence n ě m`3 and n ě 2
3
pm`8q in the two cases respectively. The bound
now follows since mint2m,m` 3, 2
3
pm` 8qu ě maxt6, 2
3
mu for all m ě 3. 
In fact, the quotient f : G։ Q4n is always characteristic due to the following.
Proposition 3.5. If f : G ։ H where G has periodic cohomology and H is a
binary polyhedral group, then f is characteristic.
Proof. Let ϕ P AutpGq and consider N “ ϕpKerpfqq ď G. Then N is a normal
subgroup with |N | “ |Kerpfq|. Since H is a binary polyhedral group, it has 4 | |H |
and so Lemma 1.3 implies that N “ Kerpfq. 
By combining this with Theorem 3.3, we have:
Corollary 3.6. Let G have k-periodic cohomology and mHpGq ě 3. Then there is
a surjection of graded trees
f# : rPpG,kqs{AutpGq։ rĞPpG,kqs{ Impf˚q
where f : G ։ Q4n for some n ě maxt 23mHpGq, 6u and where the action of
Impf˚q Ď AutpQ4nq on rĞPpG,kqs is induced by f .
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Note that the two bounds for n have distinct uses. If mHpGq is small, as is the
case when dealing with cancellation in Theorem A, then the bound n ě 6 will be
most useful. If mHpGq is large, as in the asymptotic estimates in Theorem B, then
we will use the bound n ě 2
3
mHpGq.
4. The Eichler mass formula
Let K be a number field with ring of integers OK and let Λ be an OK-order
in a finite-dimensional semi-simple K-algebra A. It is a standard fact (see, for
example, [42, Lemma 2.1]) that, if M is a finitely generated Λ-module, then M is
projective if and only if M is locally projective, i.e. for all p prime, Mp “M b Zp
is projective over Λp “ Λb Zp where Zp is the p-adic integers.
In the case where K “ Q, Λ “ ZG and A “ QG for G a finite group, then M
projective implies that Mp is a free ZpG module for all p prime [39, Theorem 2.21,
4.2]. In particular, in this case, M is projective if and only if M is locally free.
Define the locally free class group CpΛq to be the equivalence classes of locally free
modules up to the relation P » Q if P ‘Λi – Q‘Λj for some i, j ě 0. By abuse of
notation, we write rP s to denote both the class rP s P CpΛq and, where convenient,
the set of isomorphism classes of projective modules P0 where rP0s “ rP s.
Define the class set Cls Λ as the set of isomorphism classes of rank one locally
free Λ-modules, which is finite by the Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem [6, Section 24].
Equivalently, this is the set of locally principal fractional Λ-ideals, under the relation
I „ J if there exists α P Aˆ such that I “ αJ (see [36]). This comes with the
stable class map
r ¨ sΛ : Cls ΛÑ CpΛq
which sends P ÞÑ rP s and is surjective since every locally free Λ-module P is of the
form P0 ‘ Λi where P0 P ClsΛ and i ě 0 [15]. Define ClsrP spΛq to be r ¨ s´1Λ prP sq ,
i.e. the rank one locally free modules in rP s, and let SFpΛq be ClsrΛspΛq, i.e. the
set of rank one stably free modules.
We say that Λ has locally free cancellation if P ‘ Λ – Q‘ Λ implies P – Q for
all locally free Λ-modules P and Q. It follows from the discussion above that Λ has
locally free cancellation if and only if r ¨ sΛ is bijective, i.e. #ClsΛ “ #CpΛq.
Similarly we say that Λ has stably free cancellation when P ‘ Λi – Λj implies
that P – Λj´i, or equivalently, if #SFpΛq “ 1.
If X Ď Cls Λ, then we can define the mass of X to be
masspXq “
ÿ
IPX
1
rOLpIqˆ : OˆKs
.
Recall that a quaternion algebra A over K is totally definite if A is ramified over
all archimedean places ν, i.e. A b Kν is a division algebra over Kν . Note that
every complex place ν splits since the only quaternion algebra over C is M2pCq. In
particular, if A is totally definite, then K must be a totally real field.
Let ζKpsq be the Dedekind zeta function, let hK “ |CpOKq| be the class number
of K and let ∆K be the discriminant of K. The following was proven in [14].
Theorem 4.1 (Eichler mass formula). Let A be a totally definite quaternion algebra
over K and let Λ be a maximal OK-order in A. If n “ rK : Qs, then
masspCls Λq “ 2ζKp2qp2πq2n ¨ |∆K |
3{2 ¨ hK ¨
ź
p|discpAq
pNK{Qppq ´ 1q.
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The following was first shown by Vigne´ras in [43], though a simplified proof can
be found in [36, Theorem 5.11].
Theorem 4.2. Let A be a totally definite quaternion algebra over K and let Λ be
a maximal OK-order in A. If P , Q are locally free Λ-modules, then
masspClsrP spΛqq “ masspClsrQspΛqq.
In particular, this implies that masspClsrP spΛqq “ masspCls Λq|CpΛq| , where CpΛq de-
notes the class group of locally free Λ-modules.
It was shown by Eichler that
|CpΛq| “ hK ¨ rpOˆKq` : pOˆKq2s
where pOˆKq` denotes the group of totally positive units, i.e. those units u P OˆK
for which σpuq ą 0 for all embeddings σ : K ãÑ R. The following can be shown
using the results above as well as lower bounds on |∆K |1{rK:Qs in terms of rK : Qs.
Theorem 4.3. Let A be a totally definite quaternion algebra over K and let Λ be
a maximal OK-order in A. If Λ has stably free cancellation, then rK : Qs ď 6.
Remark 4.4. This was proven by Hallouin-Maire [17, Theorem 1], though it is worth
noting that part of their result was incorrect as stated (see [35]).
In the notation of [41, Section 3], define the Eichler constant
eiK “ 2ζKp2q|∆K |
3{2
p2πq2d “
p´1qdζKp´1q
2d´1
P Q
where d “ rK : Qs and where the second equality comes from the functional
equation for ζKpsq. This is rational since ζKp´1q P Q. Another constraint on the
fields K over which stably free cancellation can occur is as follows.
Proposition 4.5. Let A be a totally definite quaternion algebra over K and let Λ
be a maximal OK-order in A. If Λ has stably free cancellation, then the numerator
of ζKp´1q (or, equivalently, eiK) is a power of 2.
Proof. If Λ has stably free cancellation, then masspSFpΛqq “ rΛˆ : OˆKs´1 since Λ
a maximal order implies OLpΛq “ Λ, i.e. the numerator is 1. By Theorems 4.1 and
4.2, we also have that
masspSFpΛqq “ eiKrpOˆKq` : pOˆKq2s
¨
ź
p|discpAq
pNK{Qppq ´ 1q.
Note that rpOˆKq` : pOˆKq2s is a power of 2 since pOˆKq2 Ď pOˆKq` Ď OˆK and
rpOˆKqˆ : pOˆKq2s “ 2d by Dirichlet’s unit theorem. Since NK{Qppq P Z, this implies
that the numerator of eiK , or equivalently ζKp´1q, is a power of 2. 
5. Orders in quaternionic components of QG
Recall that, for a finite group G, the rational group ring QG is semisimple and
so admits a decomposition into simple Q-algebras. For the quaternion groups of
order 4n ě 8, we have
QQ4n –
ź
d|n
M2pQpζd ` ζ´1d qq ˆ
ź
d∤n, d|2n
Qrζd, js
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where ζd “ e2πi{d P C is a primitive dth root of unity, and Qrζd, js Ď H sits inside
the real quaternions. This is stated on [41, p75] though a more detailed proof can
be found in [20, p48-51]. In order to apply the results of Section 4, it will be helpful
to note that
Qrζn, js –
ˆ pζn ´ ζ´1n q2,´1
Qpζn ` ζ´1n q
˙
i.e. that Qrζn, js is a quaternion algebra with centre K “ Qpζn ` ζ´1n q, the totally
real subfield of Qpζnq. It is straightforward to check that Qrζn, js isfSw83 totally
definite for n ě 3 (see, for example, [41, Lemma 4.3]).
If ni are distinct positive integers such that ni ∤ n and ni | 2n for 1 ď i ď k,
then define Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk to be the image of ZG under the projection of QQ4n onto
An1,¨¨¨ ,nk “
śk
i“1Qrζni , js. For example, ZQ4n projects onto Λ2n “ Zrζ2n, js for
all n ě 2.
Fix the standard presentation Q4n “ xx, y | xn “ y2, yxy´1 “ x´1y and recall
that, for n ě 3, we have AutpQ4nq “ tθa,b : a P pZ{2nqˆ, b P Z{2nu where θa,bpxq “
xa and θa,bpyq “ xby.
Lemma 5.1. Let 4n ě 12. If ni are distinct positive integers such that ni ∤ n and
ni | 2n for 1 ď i ď k, then the map f : ZQ4n ։ Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk induces a map
f˚ : AutpQ4nq Ñ AutpΛn1,¨¨¨ ,nkq.
Proof. It follows from [20, p48-51] that the map f : QQ4n ։ An1,¨¨¨ ,nk is given by
x ÞÑ pζn1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ζnkq, y ÞÑ pj, ¨ ¨ ¨ , jq. If ζ¯ “ pζn1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ζnkq and j¯ “ pj, ¨ ¨ ¨ , jq, then
Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk “ xζ¯, j¯y as a Z-order in An1,¨¨¨ ,nk . For a P pZ{2nqˆ and b P Z{2n, define
θ¯a,b : Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk Ñ Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk
ζ¯ ÞÑ ζ¯a “ pζan1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ζankq, j¯ ÞÑ ζ¯bj¯ “ pζbn1j, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ζbnkjq
which we can extend to be a ring homomorphism. Hence θ¯a,b P AutpΛn1,¨¨¨ ,nkq and
it is easy to see that f ˝ θa,b “ θ¯a,b ˝ f . This implies that there is an induced map
f˚ : AutpQ4nq Ñ AutpΛn1,¨¨¨ ,nkq where f˚pθa,bq “ θ¯a,b. 
Lemma 5.2. Let G be a finite group, let r P pZ{|G|qˆ and suppose ψ P ZG is such
that ZG{pψq is torsion-free and pεpψq, rq “ 1. If f : ZG։ ZG{pψq, then
f#ppI, rqq – ZG{pψq.
Proof. First consider the exact sequence of ZG modules
0Ñ pI, rq iÝÑ ZG εÝÑ Z{rZÑ 0.
If Λ “ ZG{pψq, then we can apply ΛbZG ´ to the above sequence to get
0Ñ ΛbZG pI, rq 1biÝÝÑ ΛbZG ZG 1bεÝÝÑ ΛbZG pZ{rZq Ñ 0
which is exact since Tor1ZpZ{rZ,Λq “ 0 since Λ is torsion-free. Since f#ppI, rqq –
Λ bZG pI, rq and Λ – Λ bZG ZG, it suffices to show that 1 b i is an isomorphism,
i.e. that Λ bZG pZ{rZq “ 0. Now Z{rZ – Z bZG pZ{rZq and the associativity of
tensor product implies that
ΛbZG pZ{rZq – pΛbZG Zq bZG pZ{rZq – pZ{εpψqq bZG pZ{rZq “ 0
since r and εpψq are coprime. 
The following is an extension of Theorem 3.3 to this setting.
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Proposition 5.3. Let f : ZQ4n ։ Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk where n ě 3 and n1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nk are
distinct positive integers such that ni ∤ n and ni | 2n. If AutpQ4nq acts on rP s and
P¯ “ f#pP q, then there is a surjection of graded trees
f# : rP s{AutpQ4nq։ rP¯ s{ Impf˚q
where the action of Impf˚q Ď AutpΛn1,¨¨¨ ,nkq on rP¯ s is induced by f .
Proof. Let n1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nt be the set of all ni such that ni ∤ n and ni | 2n, where k ď t.
It follows from [20, p48-51] that QQ4n{py2`1q – An1,¨¨¨ ,nt . In particular, f factors
through the map
g : ZQ4n ։ ZQ4n{py2 ` 1q.
Now εpy2 ` 1q “ 2 and p2, rq “ 1, and so g#ppI, rqq – ZQ4n{py2 ` 1q. Hence, by
Lemma 5.2, we have that f#ppI, rqq – Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk . The result now follows using [32,
Corollary 7.4] and a similar argument to the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
For the rest of this section, we will consider the cancellation problem for orders
of the form Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk . We begin by considering the case k “ 1.
5.1. Cancellation for quaternionic orders. First note that Λ2n “ Zrζ2n, js is
a OK -order in the quaternion algebra Qrζ2n, js with centre K “ Qpζ2n ` ζ´12n q. We
can therefore apply the results in Section 4 to get:
Lemma 5.4. Let 2n “ 16, 22 or 2n ě 26 with 2n ‰ 30, 42. Then Λ2n does not
have stably free cancellation.
Proof. If Λ2n has stably free cancellation, then so does Γ2n where Λ2n Ď Γ2n Ď
Qrζ2n, js is a maximal order by [41, Theorem A10]. Since rQpζ2n ` ζ´12n q : Qs “
1
2
ϕp2nq, it follows from Theorem 4.3 that ϕp2nq ď 12, i.e. if 2n ď 30 or 2n “
36, 42. It remains to consider the cases 2n “ 16, 22, 26, 28, 36. If ein “ eiQpζn`ζ´1n q,
then Proposition 4.5 implies that the numerator of ei2n is a power of 2 for 2n “
16, 22, 26, 28, 36. However, by [41, Table II], we have that
ei16 “ 5
48
, ei22 “ 5
132
, ei26 “ 19
156
, ei28 “ 13
21
, ei36 “ 31
36
which is a contradiction. 
Remark 5.5. Theorem 4.3 and Proposition 4.5 do not characterise which orders have
stably free cancellation, even among the Λ2n. For example, Λ42 has rK : Qs “ 6,
eiK “ 16 [41, Table II] but does not have stably free cancellation [41, p88].
It is possible to show that Λ2n has stably free cancellation in all other cases.
It can be shown using [36, Table 2] that Λ2n has cancellation in all classes for all
remaining cases other than 2n “ 20, 24. The cases 2n “ 20, 24 can then be dealt
with either using a MAGMA program, or by explicitly computing masspSFpΛ2nqq
and showing it is equal to rΛˆ : OˆKs´1.
We also note the following bounds which we will use in the proof of Theorem B.
Proposition 5.6. Let K “ Qpζ2n ` ζ´12n q. If P P ClspΛ2nq, then
#ClsrP spΛ2nq ě 2|∆K |
3{2
2t2np2πqϕp2nq ě e
3
8
ϕpnq logn`Opn log lognq
where t2n “ ord2prpOˆKq` : pOˆKq2sq.
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Proof. To get the first inequality, note that #ClsrP spΛ2nq ě masspClsrP spΛ2nqq.
We can then apply Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 and note that NK{Qppq ě 2 for all p |
discpQrζ2n, jsq to get that:
masspClsrP spΛ2nqq ě 2ζKp2q|∆K |
3{2
p2πqϕp2nq ¨ rpOˆKq` : pOˆKq2s
ě 2|∆K |
3{2
2t2np2πqϕp2nq
where we note that ζKp2q ě 1 by the Euler product formula.
Recall that pOˆKq` Ď OˆK and so t2n ď rK : Qs “ ϕp2nq. In order to compute
∆K “ ∆K{Q, we will use that
∆Qpζ2nq{Q “ NK{Qp∆Qpζ2nq{Kq∆rQpζ2nq:KsK{Q .
Since ∆Qpζ2nq{K “ pζ2n´ ζ´12n q2 and ∆Qpζ2nq{Q “
´
2n
ś
p|2n p
´1
p´1
¯ϕp2nq
, we get that
∆K “ c´12n
´
2n
ś
p|2n p
´1
p´1
¯ 1
2
ϕp2nq
where c2n “ NK{Qpζ2n ´ ζ´12n q which has c2n “ 2
if n “ 2k, c2n “ ?p if n “ pk for p an odd prime and c2n “ 1 otherwise. If B
denotes the bound above, we have that:
logB ě 3
4
ϕp2nqplog 2n´řp|2n log pp´1 q ´ 32 log cn ´ ϕp2nq log 4π ´ log 2
ě 3
4
ϕp2nq log 2n`Opn log lognq
since c2n ď n and by using that
ř
p|2n
log p
p´1 “ Oplog lognq by [41, Lemma 2.7]. This
makes sense since ϕpnq ě Opn{ log lognq by standard results and so
ϕp2nq log 2n ě Opn log n{ log lognq ě Opn log lognq
since logn{plog lognq2 Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8. We note finally that ϕp2nq ě 1
2
ϕpnq and
log 2n ě logn to get the desired inequality. 
5.2. Cancellation for higher quaternionic orders. We will now consider the
case k ě 2. Firstly note that, for positive integers n1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nk, there exists n ě 1
such that ni ∤ n, ni | 2n if and only if ν2pniq “ r for all i and some r ě 1, i.e. for
all i, ni “ 2rmi for some mi odd. From the definition, it is possible to show that
Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk – ZQ4n{pΦn1pxqΦn2pxq ¨ ¨ ¨ Φnkpxqq
where Φnpxq denote the nthe cyclotomic polynomial. It follows that, if S Ď
tn1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nku, then there is a quotient Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk ։ ΛS . By [41, Theorem A10]
this implies that, if Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk has stably free cancellation, then ΛS has stably free
cancellation for all S Ď tn1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nku.
In particular, by Lemma 5.4, we have that Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk does not have stably free
cancellation except possibly if, for all i, we have ni ď 14 or ni “ 18, 20, 24, 30. By
the discussion above, this is equivalent to
(*) tn1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nku Ď
$’&’%
t2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 30u, if r “ 1
t4, 12, 20u, if r “ 2
t8, 24u if r “ 3
where we note that the cases with r ě 4 do not arise.
For a subset S Ď Zě1, define a graph GpSq with vertices the elements of S and
where a, b P S are connected by an edge if a{b “ pr for some p prime and r P Z.
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Lemma 5.7. Let r ě 1 and let n1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nk be such that ν2pniq “ r for all i. If
Gpn1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nkq is not connected, then there exists a splitting tn1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nku “ S1 \S2
with S1, S2 non-empty such that Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk – ΛS1 ˆ ΛS2 .
Proof. If Gpn1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nkq is not connected then, by definition, there exists a splitting
tn1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nku “ S1 \ S2 with S1, S2 non-empty and such that there are no edges
between any a P S1 and b P S2. Now consider Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk “ ZQ4n{pΦn1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Φnkq
where, for example, n “ 1
2
lcmpn1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nkq.
If a P S1 and b P S2, then a{b ‰ pr for all r P Z and so pΦa,Φbq “ 1 by results
of Diederichsen [11] (see also [41, Theorem B1]). In particular, this implies that
pśniPS1 Φni ,śniPS2 Φniq “ 1
and so ZQ4n{pΦn1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Φnkq – ZQ4n{p
ś
niPS1
ΦniqˆZQ4n{p
ś
niPS2
Φniq which com-
pletes the proof since ΛSj – ZQ4n{
ś
niPSj
Φni for j “ 1, 2. 
Note that, if Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk – ΛS1 ˆ ΛS2 , then Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk has stably free cancellation
if and only if ΛS1 and ΛS2 have stably free cancellation. It therefore suffices to
consider the case where Gpn1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nkq is connected.
The following cases were calculated by Swan in [41, Lemma 8.9-8.12, 8.13] and
[41, Corollary 8.17, 10.14].
Lemma 5.8. Let Λ “ Λ2,14, Λ6,18, Λ6,30, Λ4,12, Λ4,20 or Λ8,24. Then Λ does not
have stably free cancellation.
Let p˚˚q be the set of tn1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nku which satisfy p˚q and also have no subset of
the form given in Lemma 5.8. The following is straightforward:
Lemma 5.9. Let r ě 1 and let S “ tn1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nku where ν2pniq “ r for all i.
Suppose S satisfies p˚˚q and GpSq is connected. If k ě 2, then
S “
$’&’%
t2, 6u, t2, 10u, t2, 18u, t10, 30u, if k “ 2
t2, 6, 10u, t2, 10, 18u, t2, 10, 30u, if k “ 3
t2, 10, 18, 30u, if k “ 4
and no cases with r ě 2 or k ě 5 arise.
It suffices to determine when stably free cancellation occurs for the orders ΛS
where S is given in the above lemma.
Lemma 5.10. If Λ “ Λ2,6, Λ2,10 or Λ2,18, then Λ has stably free cancellation.
Proof. The case Λ2,2p for p an odd prime is dealt with in [41, Lemma 10.13], and it
follows from this that Λ2,6, Λ2,10 have cancellation. The case Λ2,18 is similar, though
with added complications. First recall that Λ2,18 “ ZQ36{pΦ2Φ18q. If I “ pΦ2q,
J “ pΦ18q are ideals in ZQ36, then IXJ “ pΦ2 Φ18q and I`J “ pΦ2,Φ18q “ pΦ2, 3q
by [41, Theorem B1]. By [7, Example 42.3], we get the following Milnor square
Λ2,18 Zrζ18, js
Zrjs F3rjs
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since Λ18 “ Zrζ18, js and Λ2 “ Zrjs. If Ker denotes the fibre over pΛ2,Λ18q, then
KerpClspΛ2,18q Ñ ClspΛ2q ˆ ClspΛ18qq – ZrjsˆzF3rjsˆ{Zrζ18, jsˆ “ tr1s, r1` jsu
KerpCpΛ2,18q Ñ CpΛ2q ˆ CpΛ18qq – K1pF3rjsq
K1pZrjsq ˆK1pZrζ18, jsq – F
ˆ
3 {pFˆ3 q2
where the first identifications are standard [42] and the second comes from [23,
Lemma 7.5,7.6] since h9 is odd. Since both sets have the same size, and Zrjs,
Zrζ18, js have cancellation, it follows that Λ2,18 has stably free cancellation. 
Lemma 5.11. Let n,m ě 2 even such that n{m ‰ pr for all p prime and r P Z. If
Λ2,n, Λ2,m have stably free cancellation, then so does Λ2,n,m.
Proof. Let I “ pΦ2Φnq and J “ pΦ2, Φmq so that IXJ “ pΦ2 ΦnΦmq and I`J “
pΦ2Φn,Φ2Φmq “ pΦ2q since pΦn,Φmq “ 1 by [41, Theorem B1]. By [7, Example
42.3], we get the following Milnor square
Λ2,n,m Λ2,m
Λ2,n Zrjs
since Λ2 “ Zrjs. Since Zrjsˆ “ t˘1,˘ju, we have that Λˆ2,n ։ Zrjsˆ since the
units ˘1,˘j P Λ2,n lift from Λ2, Λn. If Ker is the fibre over pΛ2,n,Λ2,mq, then
KerpClspΛ2,n,mq Ñ ClspΛ2,nq ˆ ClspΛ2,mqq – Λˆ2,n zZrjsˆ{Λˆ2,m “ 1
from which the result follows easily. 
In particular, since Λ2,n has stably free cancellation for n “ 6, 10, 18 by Lemma
5.10, this implies that Λ2,6,10, Λ2,10,18 have stably free cancellation.
Lemma 5.12. Λ10,30 does not have stably free cancellation.
Proof. As above, consider the Milnor square corresponding to the ideals I “ pΦ10q
and J “ pΦ30q which has I ` J “ pΦ10, 3q by [41, Theorem B1]:
Λ10,30 Zrζ30, js
Zrζ10, js F3rζ10, js
By [41, p76], Λ10 is unramified at 3 and so F3rζ10, js – M2pF3rζ10 ` ζ´110 sq. Since
ζ10`ζ´110 “ 12 p1`
?
5q and F3p
?
5q – F9, we get K1pF3rζ10, jsq – K1pM2pF9qq – Fˆ9
by Morita equivalence. Consider the composition
f : Zrζ30, jsˆ Ñ K1pZrζ30, jsq Ñ K1pF3rζ10, jsq – Fˆ9 .
Since 30 is composite, 1` ζ30 P Zrζ30sˆ and, by [23, Lemma 7.5,7.6], we have that
K1pZrζ30, jsq – pZrζ30 ` ζ´130 sˆq`. By the argument given in the proof on [41,
Lemma 8.9], we get that
1` ζ30 ÞÑ 2` pζ30 ` ζ´130 q ÞÑ 2` pζ10 ` ζ´110 q “ 2`
1
2
p1`
?
5q “ 1´
?
5 P Fˆ9 .
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Since 1 ´ ?5 is a generator of F9 – F3r
?
5s, this implies that f is surjective. In
particular, this implies that
KerpCpΛ10,30q Ñ CpΛ10q ˆ CpΛ30qq – K1pF3rζ10, jsq
K1pZrζ10, jsq ˆK1pZrζ30, jsq “ 1.
It therefore suffices to show that Zrζ10, jsˆ zF3rζ10, jsˆ{Zrζ30, jsˆ ‰ 1. By [23,
Lemma 7.5,7.6], we have that Zrζ2n, jsˆ “ xZrζ2nsˆ, jy for all n and so
ImpZrζ10, jsˆ ˆ Zrζ30, jsˆ Ñ F3rζ10, jsˆq X F3rjs “ t˘1,˘ju.
It follows that r1s ‰ r1` js, which completes the proof. 
Combining all these results together leads to the following, which determines
precisely when stably free cancellation occurs for the Λn1.¨¨¨ ,nk .
Theorem 5.13. Let n ě 1 and let n1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nk be such that ni ∤ n and ni | 2n. Then
a complete list of the Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk which have stably free cancellation is as follows:
(i) Λ2, Λ4, Λ6, Λ8, Λ10, Λ12, Λ14, Λ18, Λ20, Λ24, Λ30
(ii) Λ2,6, Λ2,10, Λ2,18, Λ2,30, Λ6,10, Λ6,14, Λ10,14, Λ10,18, Λ14,18, Λ14,30, Λ18,30
(iii) Λ2,6,10, Λ2,10,18, Λ2,18,30, Λ6,10,14, Λ10,14,18, Λ14,18,30.
Proof. Consider the not-necessarily-connected subsets of the form p˚q. If k “ 1,
then use Lemma 5.4. By the work above, if k ě 2, then eliminate all subsets which
contain t2, 14u, t4, 12u, t4, 20u, t6, 18u, t6, 30u, t8, 24u, t10, 30u. 
It is not much more difficult to construct a list of those orders Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nkwhich
have cancellation in all classes, as well as those orders which have non-cancellation
in all locally free classes. However, we will omit this here for brevity.
6. Proof of Theorem A
Let G have k-periodic cohomology, let n “ ik or ik ´ 2 for some i ě 1 and let
PpG,nq P P pZGq be a representative for the Swan finiteness obstruction σikpGq P
CpZGq{TG. We will now proceed to prove the following theorem which, by [32,
Theorem B], is equivalent to Theorem A.
Theorem 6.1. rPpG,nqs{AutpGq has cancellation if and only if mHpGq ď 2.
If mHpGq ď 2, then Theorem 2.1 implies that rPpG,nqs has cancellation and so
rPpG,nqs{AutpGq has cancellation also. It therefore remains to show thatmHpGq ě 3
implies rPpG,nqs{AutpGq has non-cancellation.
Let G have periodic cohomology and mHpGq ě 3. By Lemma 3.4, there is a
quotient f : G ։ Q4m for some m ě 6. Suppose g : ZQ4m ։ Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk and
n1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nk are distinct positive integers such that ni ∤ m and ni | 2m. Then, by
combining Corollary 3.6 and Proposition 5.3, there is a surjection of graded trees
f# : rPpG,nqs{AutpGq։ rĞPpG,nqs{ Imppg ˝ fq˚q
where ĞPpG,kq “ pg ˝ fq#pPpG,nqq, pg ˝ fq˚ : AutpGq Ñ AutpΛn1,¨¨¨ ,nkq and the action
of Imppg ˝ fq˚q Ď AutpΛn1,¨¨¨ ,nkq on rP¯ s is induced by g ˝ f .
The following is immediate from Theorem 5.13. Note that this shows that ZQ4m
does not have stably free cancellation for m ě 6 as was shown in [41, Theorem I].
Lemma 6.2. If m ě 6, then Q4m has a quotient of the form Λ “ Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk with
ni ∤ m, ni | 2m which does not have stably free cancellation. In particular,
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(i) If m ‰ 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15, then we can take Λ “ Λ2m
(ii) If m “ 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15, then we can take Λ “ Λ4,12, Λ2,14, Λ6,18, Λ4,20, Λ8,24,
Λ6,30 and Λ6,42 respectively.
Recall that, if Λ Ď A is a Z-order in a finite-dimensional semisimple separable
Q-algebra A and Λ Ď Γ Ď A is a maximal order, then the defect group is defined
as DpΛq “ Kerpi˚ : CpΛq Ñ CpΓqq where i : Λ ãÑ Γ, and note that i˚ is surjective
by [41, Theorem A10]. By [41, Theorem A24], this is independent of the choice of Γ
and, if f : Λ1 Ñ Λ2 is a map of Z-orders, then f induces a map f˚ : DpΛ1q Ñ DpΛ2q.
It was shown by Milgram [28, Theorem 2.B.1] that rPpG,nqs P DpZGq and so
rĞPpG,nqs P DpΛn1,¨¨¨ ,nkq by the remarks above. In particular, if DpΛn1,¨¨¨ ,nkq “ 0,
then we have that rĞPpG,nqs “ 0 P CpΛn1,¨¨¨ ,nkq automatically.
Lemma 6.3. If Λ “ Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk Ď An1,¨¨¨ ,nk is of the following forms, then DpΛq “ 0.
(i) Λ “ Λ2n for n ě 1
(ii) Λ “ Λ4,12, Λ4,20, Λ8,24, Λ6,30, Λ6,42.
Proof. By [41, Corollary 8.3], we have that DpΛ2nq “ 0. The other orders are of
the form Λd,2n for some d ‰ 2n such that d ∤ n and d | 2n. Suppose that d and n
are one of the give pairs above. It follows from the proofs of [41, Lemma 8.9-8.12,
8.14] that the projection f : Λd,2n Ñ Λ2n induces an isomorphism f˚ : CpΛd,2nq –
CpΛ2nq. Since DpΛ2nq “ 0, this implies that CpΛd,2nq – CpΓq for any maximal
order Λ2n Ď Γ Ď A2n by [41, Theorem A24].
Let Λd,2n Ď Γd,2n Ď Ad,2n be a maximal order. Since Ad,2n – Ad ˆ An, we
must have that Γ2n,d – Γd ˆ Γ2n where Γd Ď Ad and Γ2n Ď A2n are maximal
orders [20, p33]. Since Γ։ Γ2n induces a surjection CpΓq։ CpΓ2nq [41, Theorem
A10], we have that |CpΓ2nq| “ |CpΛd,2nq| ě |CpΓd,2nq| ě |CpΓ2nq| by considering
the case Γ “ Γ2n. This implies that DpΛd,2nq “ 0. 
Remark 6.4. This is false for Λ2,14 and Λ6,18 and, in fact, all such orders in the
cases Q28, Q36 which do not have stably free cancellation. In particular, note that
QQ28 – QD14 ˆA2,14, QQ36 – QD18 ˆA2,6,18
and so only options are Λ2, Λ6, Λ14, Λ18, Λ2,6, Λ2,18 which all have stably free
cancellation, or Λ2,14, Λ6,18, Λ2,6,18 which all do not have stably free cancellation
by Theorem 5.13 but have DpΛq ‰ 0 from results in [41].
Suppose G has a quotient Q4m for some m ě 6 and 4m ‰ 28, 36. Then Lemmas
6.2 and 6.3 imply that there exists ΛG “ Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk such that DpΛGq “ 0 and rΛGs
has non-cancellation. Since rPpG,nqs P DpZGq, this implies that rĞPpG,nqs “ 0 P
CpΛGq. If 4m “ 28, 36, then Lemma 6.2 implies that there exists ΛG “ Λn1,¨¨¨ ,nk
such that rΛGs has non-cancellation. Since Q28 and Q36 have type I, Proposition 1.2
implies that G has type I and so σkpGq “ 0 by Theorem 1.11. Hence rPpG,nqs P TG
and so similarly we have that rĞPpG,nqs “ 0 P CpΛGq by Lemma 5.2.
Hence, in both cases, there is a surjection of graded trees
rPpG,nqs{AutpGq։ rΛGs{AutpΛGq.
By, for example [32, Lemma 7.1], the action of AutpΛGq on rΛGs fixes the free
module. Since rΛGs has non-cancellation, this implies that rΛGs{AutpΛGq has non-
cancellation. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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7. Proof of Theorem B
Recall that, if G is finite and n is even, then HT pG,nq is a fork in that it
has a single vertex at each non-minimal height and finitely many at the minimal
level [32, Corollary 3.7]. Let NpG,nq “ #tX P HT pG,nq : χpXq is minimalu.
We will now prove the following, which is a restatement of Theorem B.
Theorem 7.1. Let G have k-periodic cohomology and let n be such that k | n or
n` 2 and, if n “ 2, suppose G has the D2 property. If m “ mHpGq, then
NpG,nq ě e
m logm
8 log logm
`Opm log logmq
In particular, for all λ ą 0, we have that NpG,nq{eλm Ñ8 as mÑ8.
Proof. By [32, Theorem B], there is a bijection
HT pG,nq – rPpG,nqs{AutpGq
for some PpG,nq P P pZGq such that rPpG,nqs “ σnpGq P CpZGq{TG. Now suppose
m “ mHpGq ě 3. By Lemma 3.4, there is a quotient f : G ։ Q4m0 for some
m0 ě 2m{3. By Corollary 3.6, this implies that
NpG,nq ě #ClsrPpG,nqspZGq{AutpGq ě #ClsrP spZQ4m0q{ Impf˚q
where P “ f#pPpG,nqq. Since there is a quotient of Z-orders g : Q4m0 ։ Λ2m0 , it
follows from [41, Theorem A10] that
#ClsrP spZQ4m0q ě #ClsrP¯ spΛq
where P¯ “ g#pP q. Since P¯ “ pg˝fq#pPpG,nqq, we have that rP¯ s “ pg˝fq#prPpG,nqsq P
CpΛ2m0q. It follows from [28, Theorem 2.B.1] that rPpG,nqs P DpZGq and so
rP¯ s P DpΛ2m0q. By [41, Corollary 8.3], we have that DpΛ2m0q “ 0 and so
rP¯ s “ rΛ2m0s.
Since |AutpQ4m0q| “ 2m0ϕp2m0q, Proposition 5.6 implies that
NpG,nq ě 1
2m0ϕp2m0qe
3
8
ϕpm0q logm0`Opm0 log logm0q
and we can omit 1{2m0ϕp2m0q since it is sub-exponential. By [19, Theorem 328],
we have that ϕpnq ě n{2 log logn for n sufficiently large. Since m0 ě 2m{3, this
implies that
logNpG,nq ě 3
16
¨ p2m{3q logp2m{3q
log logp2m{3q `Opm log logmq ě
m logm
8 log logm
`Opm log logmq
since log x{ log log x is increasing for x sufficiently large. 
We note also the following improvement in the case where G is a quaternion
group, the proof of which is contained in the argument above.
Proposition 7.2. Let n be even and, if n “ 2, assume Q4m has the D2 property.
Then we have
NpQ4m, nq ě e 38ϕpmq logm`Opm log logmq.
In particular, if p is prime and m “ mHpQ4pq “ tp{2u, then
NpQ4p, nq ě e 38 p log p`Opp log log pq ě e 34m logm`Opm log logmq.
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8. Examples
Let G have k-periodic cohomology, let n “ ik or ik ´ 2 and let PpG,nq P P pZGq
be such that rPpG,nqs “ σikpGq P CpZGq{TG. The classes rPpG,nqs P CpZGq have
two special properties. Firstly, we have:
(1) If θ P AutpGq, then rpPpG,nqqθs “ rPpG,nqs P CpZGq{TG.
This was necessary in order to define our action of AutpGq on the class rPpG,nqs
since θ P AutpGq sends P ÞÑ pI, ψpθqq b Pθ for some ψ : AutpGq Ñ pZ{|G|qˆ. This
is well-defined since
rpI, ψpθqq b Pθs “ rpI, ψpθqqs ` rPθs “ rPpG,nqs,
i.e. rPpG,nqs ´ rpPpG,nqqθs P TG. The second property follows from Theorem A:
(2) rPpG,nqs has cancellation if and only if rPpG,nqs{AutpGq has cancellation.
The aim of this section will be to give examples to show that both properties
are false for general projective modules over groups with periodic cohomology.
8.1. Cyclic group of order p. Here we will consider the case G “ Cp for a prime
p. Recall that TCp “ 0 [40, Corollary 6.1] and so we need only find rP s P CpZCpq
and θ P AutpCpq for which rP s ‰ rPθs P CpZCpq.
First define i : ZCp ։ Zrζps by mapping a generator x P Cp to ζp “ e2πi{p P C.
It follows from a theorem of Rim [34, Theorem 6.24] that the map
i˚ : CpZCpq Ñ CpZrζpsq
is an isomorphism. Let ˜¨ : AutpCpq Ñ GalpQpζpq{Qq be the group isomorphism
sending θi : x ÞÑ xi to θ˜i : ζp ÞÑ ζip for all i P pZ{pqˆ. The following is easy to check:
Lemma 8.1. If θ P AutpCpq and rP s P CpZCpq, then i˚pθ˚prP sqq “ θ˜˚pi˚prP sq,
i.e. there is a commutative diagram
CpZCpq CpZrζpsq
CpZCpq CpZrζpsq
θ˚
i˚
θ˜˚
i˚
Let G “ AutpCpq – GalpQpζpq{Qq and let CpZCpqG and CpZrζpsqG denotes
the fixed points under the actions of AutpCpq and GalpQpζpq{Qq respectively. By
Lemma 8.1, we have that the map
i˚ : CpZCpqG Ñ CpZrζpsqG
is an isomorphism, which could be viewed as an extension of Rim’s theorem.
Proposition 8.2. CpZCpqG “ CpZrζpsqG “ 0.
Proof. It follows from the Chevalley’s ambiguous class number formula [5] (see
also [16, Remark 6.2.3]) that
|CpZrζpsqG| “ RampQpζpq{QqrQpζpq : Qs ¨ rZˆ : Zˆ XNQpζpq{QpQpζpqˆqs
where RampQpζpq{Qq is the product of the ramification indices at the finite and
infinite places of Qpζpq. It is easy to check that RampQpζpq{Qq “ 2pp ´ 1q. To
compute the denominator, note that Qpζp ` ζ´1p q is the fixed field of Qpζpq under
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the conjugation action. If α P Qpζpq, then the transitivity property of norms
NQpζpq{Q “ NQpζp`ζ´1p q{Q ˝NQpζpq{Qpζp`ζ´1p q implies that
NQpζpq{Qpαq “ Npα ¨ α¯q “ Npαq ¨Npα¯q “ |Npαq|2 ě 0
where N “ NQpζp`ζ´1p q{Q. This implies that there does not exist α P Qpζpqˆ
such that NQpζpq{Qpαq “ ´1 and so rZˆ : Zˆ X NQpζpq{QpQpζpqˆqs “ 2. Hence
|CpZrζpsqG| “ 1 and so CpZCpqG “ CpZrζpsqG “ 0 by the discussion above. 
Since G acts trivially on the class 0 P CpZCpq, Proposition 8.2 implies that G
acts non-trivially on every class rP s ‰ 0 P CpZCpq. This shows that AutpCpq acts
non-trivially on CpZCpq if and only if CpZCpq – CpZrζpsq is non-trivial. This is
the case if and only if p ď 23 by [25]. Hence we have:
Theorem 8.3. If G “ Cp for p ě 23 prime, then there exists rP s P CpZGq and
θ P AutpGq such that rPθs ‰ rP s P CpZGq{TG.
More explicitly, let AutpC23q “ tθi : x ÞÑ xi | i P pZ{23qˆu and recall that
CpZC23q – Z{3 [29, p30]. We know from above that the action of AutpC23q on
CpZC23q is non-trivial. Since there is a unique map
AutpC23q – Z{22Ñ AutpZ{3q – Z{2
with non-trivial image, the induces map pθiq˚ : CpZC23q Ñ CpZC23q has pθiq˚p1q “
2 is i is odd and pθiq˚p1q “ 1 is i is even. Hence |CpZC23q{AutpC23q| “ 2. This
could also be checked directly by calculating the non-principal ideals in CpZrζ23sq.
8.2. Quaternion group of order 28. Note that CpZQ28q – Z{2 [41, Theorem
III] and so, since AutpQ28q fixes 0, it must act trivially on CpZQ28q, i.e. for all
rP s P CpZQ28q and θ P AutpQ28q, we have rP s “ rPθs. Hence we can define
an action of AutpQ28q on each class rP s by letting θ P AutpQ28q send P0 P rP s to
pP0qθ P rP s. This is the only action of the required form since TQ28 “ 0 [41, Theorem
VI]. In contrast to our second property, we show:
Theorem 8.4. There exists rP s P CpZQ28q such that rP s has non-cancellation but
rP s{AutpGq has cancellation.
Our approach will be to use the action of AutpGq on Milnor squares computed
in [32, Lemma 7.6], and our computations will be similar to the case Q24 which was
worked out in [32, Section 8].
Fix the standard presentation Q28 “ xx, y | x7 “ y2, yxy´1 “ x´1y. Note that
px7` 1qpx7´ 1q “ x14´ 1 “ 0 implies that the ideals I “ px7´ 1q and J “ px7` 1q
have that IXJ “ p0q and I`J “ p2, x7´1q. Let ψ “ x6´x5`x4´x3`x2´x`1
and note also that x7 ` 1 “ ψ ¨ px ` 1q implies that the ideals I 1 “ px ` 1q and
J 1 “ pψq have I 1 X J 1 “ px7 ` 1q and I 1 ` J 1 “ p7, x` 1q.
By [7, Example 42.3], we have the following two Milnor squares where Λ “
ZQ28{px7` 1q and ZD14 – ZQ28{px7´ 1q with D14 the dihedral group of order 14.
ZQ28 Λ
ZD14 F2D14
f2
f1 g2
g1
Λ ZQ28{pψq
ZQ28{px` 1q F7Q28{px` 1q
i2
i1 j2
j1
Lemma 8.5. pf2q˚ : ClspZQ28q Ñ ClspΛq is a bijection.
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Proof. First note that CpZD14q – CpZrζ7 ` ζ´17 sq [33, p328] and CpZrζ7 ` ζ´17 sq ď
CpZrζ7sq “ 1 [25]. Since ZD14 satisfies the Eichler condition, we have cancellation
by Theorem 2.3 and so ClspZD14q “ tZD14u. By [41, Theorem A10], there is a
surjection
ppf1q˚, pf2q˚q : ClspZQ28q։ ClspZD14q ˆ ClspΛq – ClspΛq
and, by the discussion above, the fibres are in bijection with
ZDˆ14zF2Dˆ14{AutpP q
for P P ClspΛq. By combining [41, Theorem A18, Lemma 10.1, Lemma 10.11], we
have
ZDˆ14zF2Dˆ14 –
K1pF2D14q
K1pZD14q –
F2rζ7 ` ζ´17 sˆ
Zrζ7 ` ζ´17 sˆ
“ 1
and so ZDˆ14zF2Dˆ14{AutpP q “ 1 and pf2q˚ is bijective. 
Recall that, for the standard presentation Q28 “ xx, y | x7 “ y2, yxy´1 “ x´1y,
we have AutpQ28q “ tθa,b : a P pZ{14qˆ, b P Z{14u where θa,bpxq “ xa and θa,bpyq “
xby as noted in Section 5. The following is easy to check:
Lemma 8.6. Let a P pZ{14qˆ, b P Z{14. Then there exists θ˜a,b P AutpΛq such that
f2 ˝ θa,b “ θ˜a,b ˝ f2.
Now note that ZQ28{pψq – Zrζ14, js and ZQ28{px` 1q – Zrjs. This allows us to
rewrite the second square as follows:
Λ Zrζ14, js
Zrjs F7rjs
i2
i1 j2
j1
x, y ζ14, j
´1, j ´1, j
By [41, Theorem A18], we now have a commutative diagram with exact rows:
ZrjsˆzF7rjsˆ{Zrζ14, jsˆ ClspΛq ClspZrjsq ˆ ClspZrζ14, jsq
K1pF7rjsq
K1pZrjsqˆK1pZrζ14,jsq
CpΛq CpZrjsq ˆ CpZrζ14, jsq
where the left vertical map is induced by the map of units F7rjsˆ Ñ K1pF7rjsq.
Note that ClspZrjsq “ tZrjsu since Zrjs is a PID and ClspZrζ14, jsq “ tZrζ14, jsu
by [41, p85]. By exactness, this implies that the two inclusions are bijections.
If O is a Z-order in a finite-dimensional semisimple Q-algebra with centre R, and
ν : K1pOq Ñ Rˆ is the reduced norm, then we define SK1pOq “ Kerpνq [23, p325].
Lemma 8.7.
K1pF7rjsq
K1pZrjsqˆK1pZrζ14,jsq
– Fˆ7 {pFˆ7 q2 where the map K1pF7rjsq – F7rjsˆ Ñ
Fˆ7 is induced by the norm Npa` bjq “ a2 ` b2.
Proof. Note that K1pZrjsq – Zrjsˆ “ xjy since Zrjs is a Euclidean domain and
K1pF7rjsq – F7rjsˆ since F7rjs is a finite and hence semilocal ring. It follows
from [23, Lemma 7.6] that the map N : F7rjsˆ Ñ Fˆ7 has kernel SK1pZrζ14, jsq.
Since xjy ď KerpNq, this implies that N induces an isomorphism
K1pF7rjsq
K1pZrjsq ˆK1pZrζ14, jsq – F
ˆ
7 {
ˆ
K1pZrζ14, jsq
SK1pZrζ14, jsq
˙
– Fˆ7 { Impνq
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where ν : K1pZrζ14, jsq Ñ Zrζ7`ζ7sˆ since Qrζ14, js has centre Qpζ7`ζ´17 q. By [47,
Theorem 2 (ii)], we have that Impνq “ pZrζ7 ` ζ´17 sˆq`, the totally positive units.
Since |CpZrζ7sq| “ 1 is odd, [41, Corollary B25] implies that pZrζ7 ` ζ´17 sˆq` “
pZrζ7 ` ζ´17 sˆq2 and this has image pFˆ7 q2 in Fˆ7 . 
Since the inclusion is a bijection, this implies that
CpZQ28q – CpΛq – Fˆ7 {pFˆ7 q2 – Z{2
by combining with Lemma 8.5.
Lemma 8.8. ZrjsˆzF7rjsˆ{Zrζ14, jsˆ “ tr1s, r1` js, r1` 2js, r1` 4jsu.
Proof. By [23, Lemma 7.5 (b)], we have Zrζ14, jsˆ “ xZrζ14sˆ, jy. Now the map
Zrζ14sˆ Ñ F7rjsˆ maps ζ14 ÞÑ 1 and, for all r P Fˆ7 , the cyclotomic unit pζr7 ´
1q{pζ7 ´ 1q maps to r P Fˆ7 and so this has image Fˆ7 . Now F7rjs “ F7rxs{px2 ` 1q
and
`
´1
7
˘ “ ´1 implies that x2`1 is irreducible and so F7rjs is a field and F7rjsˆ “
F7rjszt0u. Since Zrjsˆ “ xjy, this implies that
ZrjsˆzF7rjsˆ{Zrζ14, jsˆ “ F7rjsˆ{Fˆ7 ¨ xjy “ pF7rjszt0uq{Fˆ7 ¨ xjy.
By acting by Fˆ7 and j, each coset has a representative of the form 1 ` aj for
some a P F7. If a ‰ 0, then acting by j shows that r1 ` ajs “ r1 ´ a´1js. Now
t1, 2, 4u Ď Fˆ7 represent the class under this action and so we get:
pF7rjszt0uq{Fˆ7 ¨ xjy “ tr1s, r1` js, r1` 2js, r1` 4jsu. 
By combining Lemmas 8.7 and 8.8, the map
ClspZQ28q – ClspΛq Ñ CpZQ28q – CpΛq
is given by
N : tr1s, r1` js, r1` 2js, r1` 4jsu Ñ Fˆ7 {pFˆ7 q2.
Since pFˆ7 q2 “ t1, 2, 4u and Np1q “ 1, Np1` jq “ 2, Np1` 2jq “ 5, Np1` 4jq “ 3,
we have that
Cls0pZQ28q Ø tr1s, r1` jsu, Cls1pZQ28q Ø tr1` 2js, r1` 4jsu
where we identify CpZQ28q – Z{2.
Let R be the Milnor square defined above and let AutpRq denote the set of
Milnor square automorphisms (see [32, Section 7]).
Lemma 8.9. Let a P pZ{14qˆ, b P Z{14. Then θ˜a,b P AutpΛq extends to a Milnor
square automorphism
θˆa,b “ pθ˜a,b, θ1a,b, θ2a,b, θ¯a,bq P AutpRq
where θ¯a,b : j ÞÑ p´1qbj.
It is easy to see that θ¯a,b fixes r1s and r1 ` js “ r1 ´ js for all a P pZ{14qˆ,
b P Z{14. However, we also have:
θ¯a,bpr1` 2jsq “
#
r1` 2js, if b is even
r1´ 2js “ r1` 4js, if b is odd
By [32, Corollary 7.7], this implies that:
Cls0pZQ28q{AutpQ28q Ø tr1s, r1` jsu, Cls1pZQ28q{AutpQ28q Ø tr1` 2jsu.
In particular, if rP s “ 1 P Z{2 – CpZQ28q, then rP s has non-cancellation but
rP s{AutpQ28q has cancellation and this completes the proof of Theorem 8.4.
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In fact, by applying [1, Theorems 2.2 and 3.11], we can give explicit generators
and relations for all projective modules involved:
Cls0pZQ28q Ø tZQ28, p1`y, 1`xqu, Cls1pZQ28q “ tp1`2y, 1`xq, p1`4y, 1`xqu
so that rp1` 2y, 1`xqs has non-cancellation but p1` 2y, 1`xqθ1,1 – p1` 4y, 1`xq
and so rp1` 2y, 1` xqs{AutpQ28q has cancellation.
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